A LANDMARK
IS REBORN
PULLMAN MELBOURNE ON SWANSTON

M E L B O U R N E O N S WA N S T O N

Melbourne’s newest upmarket
hotel, boasting contemporaty style
that plays on the senses.
At Pullman, connections are
seamless and intuitive, having
everything thoughtfully considered
for the modern day traveller.
Pullman Melbourne on Swanston
creates a retreat away from the
hustle and bustle of the city centre.

OUR WORLD IS YOUR PLAYGROUND

Pullman Melbourne on Swanston invites you to immerse yourself in contemporary design
that plays on the senses at every turn. Located in the heart of Melbourne CBD, Pullman
is the perfect destination for work and play. It’s the first choice for guests seeking an
authentic Melbourne experience. Connecting travellers to iconic attractions including
Melbourne’s fashion precinct, Chinatown, East End Theatre district and landmarks, with
easy access to everything Melbourne has to offer on its doorstep.

A VISIONARY DESIGN

Pullman is an experience of discovery that is in tune with today’s modern world,
connecting performance and style. A true collaboration of Australia’s best interior
designers to create a sensory hotel experience. Pullman Melbourne on Swanston oozes
contemporary design and showcases an appreciation for the finer things in life, and of
course its elite Melbourne location.

A JOURNEY
DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE

An entrance inspired by the raw authentic
characters of Melbourne, let us take you on a
journey through contrasting polished finishes and
lights which lead the way to our luxurious hotel
lobby that truly engages the senses.
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Our spacious guests rooms have
been thoughtfully designed to
enhance comfort whilst staying
connected. Inspired by our
priceless CBD location, our rooms
offer city views and hidden
laneway artwork.
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204 GUEST ROOMS

12 Classic Rooms			
97 Superior Rooms			
48 Superior Rooms (2 Queen Beds)

12 Deluxe Rooms
24 Premium Deluxe Rooms
11 Premium Executive Rooms

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Pullman Melbourne on Swanston offers thoughtful in-room features including a local
inspired mini bar, relaxed workspace, 55’’ smart tv, digital compendium, aspar aurora
spa bathroom amenities, ghd hair straighteners, illuminated make-up & shaving mirrors,
two full length mirrors, accessible rooms and complimentary wi-fi in all rooms and public
areas. Premium rooms also include heated towel rails and nespresso machines for an
extra touch of luxury.
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CLASSICS REIMAGINED

Hidden off of the streets of Melbourne, Eva’s
embodies the enigmatic character of the leading
lady Eva Erdi. Known for her welcoming nature,
elegant flair and appreciation of a good martini.
All day dining with an emphasis on local and
seasonal produce. Eva’s redefines modern
Australian cuisine. Executive Head Chef Prem
Rasineni acts as the backbone to the Eva’s team.
The palette pays homage to the 1950’s, with
rich terracotta and deep autumn greens that are
evocative of a bygone era. Gold trims, mood
lighting & textured surfaces, make a subtle nod
to the Erdi legacy, evoking quality and the
appreciation for good food shared with good
company.
Buffet Breakfast & A La Carte
Lunch & Dinner Service
50 Seater Restaurant and Dedicated Bar
20 Seater Communal Dining
www.evasrestaurant.com.au

CLUB LOUNGE

The most sought-after space in Melbourne’s
CBD is now home to an exclusive Club Lounge.
Providing guests a VIP experience unique to
Pullman Melbourne, the Club Lounge on Level
15 offers an informal yet inspiring setting for the
modern traveller to seamlessly blend business
and pleasure.
Club Lounge guests can savour all day dining
set aginst a backdrop of stunning city views
while also having privileged access to an everchanging calendar of exclusive events.
Premium Executive rooms receive exclusive access to
the Club Lounge. Access can be purchased for all other
room catergories.
Access Includes:
Daily Buffet & A la Carte Breakfast
Daily Canape Hour from 5:00pm to 7:00pm

ROOM 1954

Combining world-class food, wine and service,
level 15 is home to Room 1954, a new
exclusive private dining room offering stunning
CBD views. Reflective of Les Erdi’s personal style
and timeless sophistication, Room 1954 is the
ultimate space to entertain your special guests.
26 Seater Capacity
Inspiring Meetings
Lunch & Dinner Events

BOOMROOM BOXING

Open to Melburnians and hotel guests alike,
BoomRoom Boxing offers the ultimate feel-good
workout. Enjoy 30 minutes of high-intensity
group boxing and strength conditioning classes
set to heart-pumping beats.
The studio boasts modern and chic interiors,
setting the tone for a vibrant atmosphere,
meaning each BoomRoom Boxing class will
elevate and inspire.
Hotel guests can book your sessions using the
in-room digital concierge system at a reduced
price.
In addition to the BoomRoom Boxing studio, the
hotel also offers guests complimentary use of
our 6:00am - 9:00pm gym on Level 1, which is
equipped with state-of-the-art weight training and
cardio machines.

SURROUNDED BY STREET ART

Situated along side the intriguing laneway
entrance, is a collaboration of new world and
old school graffiti artists Lisa King & Vexta.
From heights, the largest art work created by
Cam Scale is situated on a 40m high by10m
wide wall on Louden Place, can be viewed from
adjacent rooms as well as Swanston Street. The
mural depicts an image of Dr Leslie Erdi OAM,
who with his wife Eva were much-loved figures
within the hotel and wider community.
Les was a well-known philanthropist and
generously gave to a list of notable institutions
across Melbourne. The mural pays homage to
Les’ connection to the hotel, his impact on the
community and remembers him as the heart and
soul of Erdi Group.
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